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Stumbling Blocks
As our national defense program gathers momentum,

several "stumbling blocks" and "bottle necks" will
probably be discovered. It should be unnecessary to
debate the desirability of eliminating all such difficulties
as rapidly as possible. We can already see where some
of the "bottle necks" will be; and, in view of recent dis-
cussions in Administration circles, a possible stumbling
block that does not yet exist should at least be men-
tioned.

The Walsh-Healey Act, which provides that base
wages in the various industries (as determined by the
Secretary of Labor) shall be paid by all companies
accepting Government contracts and that the hours of
men employed on such projects shall not exceed forty
per week, is a serious bar to the progress of our defense
program. It tends to restrict competition, because many
concerns unable or unwilling to meet these conditions
simply refuse to bid on Government contracts. The Act
unnecessarily raises costs, and this is vitally important,
because our financial resources are by no means inex-
haustible. Finally, the army of investigators that would
be needed for enforcement as the requirements of the
defense program broaden might better be employed
where their efforts will produce useful results.

In planning various features of the industrial mobi-
lization, the Army has tentatively allocated the expected
wartime production to thousands of concerns located
all over the country. It would be desirable to give these
firms a few "educational orders," so that they might
discover and solve any unusual production problems
that may be encountered. However, few concerns will
care to rearrange their entire wage and hour scales,
even if they can afford to, merely in order to handle an
educational contract.

The Wages and Hours Act may likewise create
unnecessary difficulties. It is already apparent that
more personnel will be required for effective enforce-
ment. However, the rigidities that the Act introduces
are of much greater consequence. During the next few
years, our industrial mechanism should be highly elastic.
Adjustments to particularly urgent situations should
not be delayed while some bureaucrat unwinds the red
tape or "passes the buck" to a superior in Washington.

It is sometimes forgotten that the economic facts of
life cannot be altered by legislative fiat, although laws

may seem to have such effects for several years. If a
man's ability to create goods or services is limited to
such an extent that he cannot produce more exchange-
able value than the minimum wage, he simply will not
find employment. But, in our preparations for defense,
we need the efforts of every man able and willing to
work. The only way to reabsorb many of the unem-
ployed is to let them accept work at whatever wage
they can earn. Minors and others judged incapable of
guarding their own interests can be protected without
continuing in force the basically unsound provisions of
the Wages and Hours Act.

It is to be expected that the unions and the politi-
cians on whom the CIO and AFL seem to have a first
mortgage, together with the misguided zealots who
believe that the Wages and Hours Act "protects" labor,
will loudly object to any change. However, in such
matters, we might well learn from the experience of
others. The unions should realize that, if they choose
to impede the progress of national defense, they will
be inviting precisely what the workingmen of England
and France now have; that is, much longer hours at
less pay.

All thought of "spreading work" by means of legally
established short hours and punitively high overtime pay
should be discarded. The literally millions of economic
adjustments that must be made if our peacetime econ-
omy is to pick up and carry the preparedness burden
cannot be successfully dictated or arranged by bureau-
crats from the banks of the Potomac. Free citizens hav-
ing full knowledge of local competitive conditions are
in a vastly better position to make the necessary adjust-
ment; and, with an increasing demand for labor, there
is little reason to fear that its bargaining position will
be so weak that labor will be imposed upon.

Recently, some of the "planners" in Washington
have urged that concerns taking advantage of tech-
nological improvements be penalized in some manner
or be required to share any benefits therefrom with dis-
placed employees. Although the evidence of great bene-
fits to labor and of vastly increased opportunities for
employment in the long run as a result of the techno-
logical advance is overwhelming, a few individuals
place great emphasis on the short-run effects. It may
well be that men thrown out of employment by labor-
saving machinery should be aided by society to make
the necessary adjustment to new employment condi-
tions, but whatever action is taken should under no
circumstances have a tendency to retard the techno-
logical advance. It is obvious that tax penalties of any
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kind or a forced sharing of benefits would have precisely
that undesirable effect.

If we are forced to fight within the calculable future,
our enemy will be a ruthless totalitarian state. Several
decades may elapse before the scientists who remain in
the area dominated by Germany fall behind their con-
temporaries in countries where freedom of thought and
individual action will continue to encourage the scien-
tific advance. In the meantime, the firm foundation
provided by the able German scientists of the past will
be built on by men trained in what used to be the best of
scientific traditions. Under such circumstances, retard-
ing the introduction of new machines and new methods
here in the United States might prove to be suicidal;
therefore, we must do all in our power to aid rather
than to hinder the technological advance.

BUSINESS

Commercial Confidence
Newspaper advertising lineage reported for April

1940 exceeded that reported for the corresponding
month of 1939 by only a small margin, indicating that
there has probably been no essential change in business
confidence. The only noteworthy feature of the com-
parison between the volume of advertising in April this
year and April a year ago was the increase of 14.8 per
cent in automotive display advertising and the decrease
of 14.3 per cent in financial advertising.

Newspaper advertising lineage in the dailies of fifty-
two cities during April 1939 and 1940, with the per-
centage increase of the latter in comparison with the
record for the earlier period, is shown in the accom-
panying table.

Newspaper
Advertising

Lineage

Classified
Display

Automotive
Financial
General
Retail

Total

*Decrease

April
1939

April
1940

(Millions of Lines)
22.8

6.1
2.1

17.7
62.5

111.2

23.1

7.0
1.8

17.8
62.2

112.0

Per Cent Increase
April 1940

From April 1939

1.3

14.8
U.3*

0.6
0.5*

0.7

Telephones in Use
The Institute's index of the number of telephone

stations in use, adjusted for population growth, regis-
tered a gain during May and has advanced 2.5 per cent
during the first five months of 1940 in comparison with
an increase of 1.8 per cent during the corresponding
period of 1939.

INDEX OF NUMBER OF TELEPHONE STATIONS IN SERVICE PER CAPITA

PER CAPITA MONTHLY AVERAGE 1926 = 100

1937 1938 1939 1940

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

108.0
108.3
109.1
110.0
110.4
110.8
111.0
111.3
112.0
112.8
113.0
113.2

113.6
113.7
114.2
114.6
114.8
114.6
114.6
114.8
115.4
115.9
116.2
116.4

116.9
117.2
117.8
118.1
118.7
118.8
118.9
119.0
119.6
120.3
120.7
121.3

122.0
122.5
123.1
123.6
124.3

It is estimated that there are now approximately
19,000,000 telephones in service in the United States.
There is normally a seasonal slackening in the number
of telephones placed in service in the summer months,
and gains are expected to be largest during the fall
months, when commercial enterprise normally experi-
ences its most rapid expansion.

The index of telephones in service for the first five
months of 1940 and for each month of the preceding
three years is shown in the accompanying table.

THE FUNDAMENTALS

Supply
Last week, the steel-ingot production rate at

per cent of theoretical capacity was 23/£ points higher
than it was in the preceding week. The rate has now
advanced during six consecutive weeks. The Iron Age
stated: "A British-French commission of steel men has
arrived in the United States to confer with American
steel interests relative to a steady flow of iron and steel
from this country to the Allies to replace what was
being obtained from the invaded countries of Belgium
and Luxembourg. Meanwhile, domestic business has
expanded in nearly all directions, resulting in higher
steel operations, increases in back-logs as new orders
exceed production and shipments, and in advancing
scrap prices. The upward trend is developing, however,
in a more orderly manner than was true last fall after
the outbreak of the war."

1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1940

Per Cent of Capacity 96.5 22.0 75.0 26.0 53.0 80.5

The comparison of electric-power production last
week with output in the corresponding week of 1939
was slightly less favorable than it was in the preceding
week. There were increases in the volume of power
generated in the Central Industrial and Rocky Moun-
tain regions, but moderate curtailment was reported
from other sections of the country.

1929
Billion Kilowatt Hours 1.69

1932
1.31

1937
2.13

1938
1.88

1939
2.11

19 W
2.33

Although the automobile industry produced 60,980
units last week compared with output of 32,445 in the
corresponding week last year, it was estimated that the
curtailment of operations was greater than is normal at
this season. There are substantial stocks of new cars in
the hands of dealers; therefore, it is expected that
activity will continue to decline more than seasonally.

Units (000 omitted)
1929

125
1932 1937 1938 1939 1940

44 135 27 32 61

The seasonally adjusted cotton-mill production
index declined from 122.7 (revised) to 119.6 last week.
Primarily as a result of continued weakness in the raw-
cotton market, wholesale dry goods companies are
reported to be hesitant about placing new orders.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1940
New York Times Index 127.3 65.5 146.8 79.8 121.4 119.6

There was a contraseasonal decrease in lumber pro-
duction last week and the adjusted index declined from
82.2 to 75.7.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1940
New York Times Index 119.8 38.7 95.8 60.1 73.1 75.7
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Demand
Although the most recent Federal Reserve indexes

of nation-wide retail trade showed declines in the dollar
volume to the level of sales a year ago, more recent
reports from the large New York stores indicate that a
substantial improvement accompanied the past few
days of hot weather. Consequently, merchants believe
that the major factor previously retarding sales was the
unseasonably cold and rainy weather rather than public
apprehension over the war developments. Even if this
view is overoptimistic, consumer goods' purchases
should soon increase in regions where the heavy indus-
tries are located. Already trade in the Pittsburgh area
is assuming boom proportions.

Prices
The sensitive wholesale commodity price indexes

were virtually unchanged last week. Moody's Spot
Commodity Price Index was 153.1 on May 29 and
152.9 on June 6. The Dow-Jones Index of Commodity
Futures closed at 52.51 on May 29 and at 51.90 on
June 6.

FINANCE
Sources of Purchasing Media

There was another substantial increase in purchasing
media available to the public last month. As the
accompanying chart shows, the increase was nearly as
great as the gain during April. The revised Harwood
Index of Inflation for May revealed a small advance
instead of the fractional decline from the April level
indicated by the preliminary index. There was no net
change in the bank-credit situation. A shrinkage in
security loans that usually accompanies a stock-market
break was offset by increases in other investment-type
assets. The increase in the Index from 106.8 in April
to 107.1 in May was the result of the distribution of
funds formerly held by the Treasury.

The increase in purchasing media from the money-
commodity source was the largest since August 1939.
Gold valued at nearly $400,000,000 was added to the
Nation's monetary stock during May. The flow of gold to
the United States from England and France during the
first few days of June has reached an unprecedentedly
high rate, but what proportion will be added to the
monetary stock and what proportion has been ear-

marked for foreign accounts has not yet been revealed.
Purchasing media derived from commercial loans

decreased for the third successive month during May.
However, the shrinkage last month was less than it was
in March or in April. The contraction in this type of
bank credit when a seasonal increase is normal probably
reflects the effects of the European war on business
confidence and reductions in manufacturers' and whole-
salers' inventories that had been carried on bank credit.

Purchasing media derived from the third source (an
excess of investment-type assets representing tangible
property with respect to the savings available to the
banking system) was about unchanged last month. The
commercial banks made few changes in their holdings
of government-guaranteed and "other" securities.

The volume of direct Government obligations held
by the banks likewise remained about the same during
May, but purchasing media derived from the printing
press were augmented by the distribution of funds
accumulated in the Treasury's accounts with the Fed-
eral Reserve Banks and by the monetization of gold
formerly held in the Treasury's general fund. In spite
of tax receipts of $400,000,000 received by the Govern-
ment during May, the Treasury was forced to finance a
deficit of more than $200,000,000 by depleting the cash
resources held in its general fund.

In discussing the money-credit situation in the May
27, 1940 bulletin, we said: "Even if Congress levies new
taxes to pay for an emergency rearmament program,
these presumably will not be immediately collected.
In the meantime, funds for financing the program tem-
porarily are available without resort to additional bor-
rowing. The Treasury's bank balances with the Federal
Reserve Banks and the commercial banks are approxi-
mately $1,000,000,000 greater than they were in May
1937, their lowest level in recent years." The Treasury
appears to be adopting the procedure indicated and has
already drawn upon one-fifth of its readily available
funds. As a result, there has been a moderate increase in
the degree of inflation, and this will probably continue
until next March when higher income taxes may be
collected. Congress may moderate this by resorting to
drastic excise taxes in order to avoid the inflationary
effects of financing the armament program by means of
bank credit, but, in an election year, it seems more
probable that the easier alternative of raising the
statutory debt limit will be chosen.
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SECURITIES
Bonds

Bond prices improved slightly last week; earlier
price advances were canceled in later sessions. The
Dow-Jones Average of Forty Bonds was 83.34 on
May 31 and 83.62 on June 6.

Stocks

The initiation of a new phase of the German offen-
sive failed to induce panic in the stock market, although
there were general price declines. If Hitler meets with
spectacular success, another market break may occur,
but it would probably be less extensive than the panic
that occurred in mid-May. On the other hand, authori-
tative evidence that the French were holding success-
fully might turn the attention of speculators and inves-
tors to the favorable factors in the domestic business
situation.

SOURCES OF
BUSINESS INFORMATION

Inventory Data
An estimate of the rate at which manufactured

goods are being distributed to consumers can be made
if, in addition to production rates, the changes in stocks
of goods held by manufacturers, wholesalers, and retail
establishments are known. To be of most value, data
should be regularly and promptly available as well as
authoritative and sufficiently comprehensive to reflect
the general situation. Reasonably complete data are
collected periodically by the United States Bureau of
the Census, but these are published a year or more after
their respective dates and are thus primarily of value in
checking the accuracy of the monthly estimates based
on reports covering only a portion of the establishments
engaged in the manufacture and distribution of goods.

Sources of timely information are gradually being
developed. Reports are available providing inventory
data during the past two decades for a limited number
of raw materials and manufactured commodities. The
Survey of Current Business publishes regular monthly
reports of existing stocks of about a dozen important
commodities. Among these are cement, cotton (raw
cotton and white-cotton cloth) refined copper, iron ore,
hides and leather, lumber (hard and soft), newsprint
paper, petroleum (gasoline, kerosene, and lubricating
oil), tin, and a few chemicals. Stocks of tobacco and
scoured wools and worsteds are reported quarterly.
The United States Department of Agriculture publishes
monthly data showing stocks of leading farm com-
modities.

In 1926 the United States Department of Com-
merce began to publish an index of domestic com-
modity stocks that included data from January 1919.
The combined index included stocks of manufactured
goods and raw materials. In 1938, it was announced
that the index was to be abandoned, because it was
believed to be unsatisfactory. In the annual review
number of the Survey of Current Business published in
February 1940, the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce presented charts and discussed a combined
index of the physical volume of inventories, seasonally
adjusted. This index represented estimates by Depart-
ment of Commerce statisticians based on data collected

by Dun & Bradstreet, Incorporated. The Department
of Commerce does not publish monthly a combined
index of domestic stocks of goods.

In 1939, the National Industrial Conference Board
compiled indexes of manufacturers' inventories for the
period from 1923. There are three separate indexes:
manufacturing inventories of raw materials; semi-
manufactured goods; and finished goods. The base of
each of the series is 1926 = 100, and the monthly series
have been adjusted for seasonal variations but not for
long-term trend. A combined index is also available and
is regularly published in the Annalist. The separate
indexes are published each month in the Commercial
and Financial Chronicle. The Conference Board's
indexes are believed to provide the best information
regarding manufacturers' inventories. Another index
that in some degree reflects inventory changes is pub-
lished by the United States Department of Commerce
and is entitled "Merchandise in Public Warehouses,
Space Occupied." However, this index is based on
limited data obtained from the warehouses in the larger
cities; furthermore, the data are about three months
old when published.

Other Trade Data
There are a few other significant indicators of com-

merce and trade. The more important ones are regu-
larly published in the Survey of Current Business. Postal
receipts in fifty of the largest city postal districts and
the volume of advertising (for magazine advertising
and for newspaper advertising in fifty-two cities
expressed in lineage and for radio advertising expressed
in cost of facilities) are specific important examples.

The research department of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York publishes a monthly index of "Mis-
cellaneous Services." The eight components of this
index are: newspaper advertising; magazine advertis-
ing; postal receipts; communications; railway passenger-
miles, commuters and other; airline passenger miles,
and hotel-room occupancy. (The index of "Miscella-
neous Services" is a component of the more comprehen-
sive index of "Production and Trade" that has the four
major components: production, primary distribution,
distribution to the consumer, and miscellaneous
services.)

Executives who are interested in analyzing the vol-
ume of trade in the separate states or regions of the
country will find studies made by the United States
Department of Commerce helpful. Dun & Bradstreet,
Incorporated publishes each month, in Dun's Review
under the title "Regional Trade Barometers," an
analysis of trade in twenty-nine separate areas of the
country. A study of regional trends was made by our
organization and published in the Research Report
bulletins in 1938. This study analyzed the trend of
significant financial, commercial, and industrial activi-
ties by states and regions for an extended period. From
time to time, as important data become available, our
regional trend study will be brought up to date.

Transportation and communications data will be
discussed in the next article of this series.

American Institute for Economic Research is a non-
political, non-commercial organization engaged in impar-
tial economic research.
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